Willeke
Kremer
MASTER
CERTIFIED:

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
	Cultural &
Organizational
Change

	Sales

	Leadership
Development

	Healthcare

	Government

	Manufacturing

	Public Speaking

	Consumer
Goods

	Personal
Performance

	Non-Profit

	Facilitation skills

	Education

LANGUAGES:
E NGLI S H , DU TC H

Willeke is addicted to human behavior. She’s has been
fascinated by human action her whole life. “The world
will not be perfect, even after today”, is her slogan. “But if we
understand why people act, react and interact, we can make
the world a bit more perfect, by our influence. Her mission
in life is to help people to connect, to achieve great things
together. Therefore we need skills. She loves to interact, teach,
challenge the audience with an impactful style, and with
humor. Willeke has helped individuals, teams and organizations
increase effectiveness, achieve better results, and strengthen
relationships. She is used to small and big (500+) audiences,
and she knows how to perform on (an international) stage.
She loves what she does, because it’s all about creating human
connections.

NOTABLE CLIENTS

CERTIFIED:

In my free
time, I like to:
Explore new
countries and
cultures, run
& exercise, be
with my family,
read, paint.

AkzoNobel
Philips
Nike
Goodyear
DB Schenker
ING
ZGT Hospital Group
Reinier de Graaf
Hospital Group
Nedtrain

ROC Education
CurTec
Nichia Europe
Danaher
SBM Offshore
Software
Improvement Group
Terumo BCT
GGNet
Nexus Europe

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Theatre: first degree drama
teacher, actress and director. Short studies:
practitioner neuro-linguistic-programming,
voice dialogue, Insight success wheel
facilitator, moderator, management.
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Willeke shows a deep
understanding of the
content and she has
a remarkable way of
engaging the group
in both a serious and
humorous way. Great
presenter; knows how to
engage and to
create safety.
Training Participant

